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He Roars For

Concert Will Be
Held In/Field
House October 20

Virginia Bosler. a member of
the Agnes DeMTTle Dance Theater.
Play.
During the California Gold
Rush in the 1850's the prospectors
mining in the hills and deserts
were forced to live for long periods of time under circumstances
of great hardships and loneliness,
conditions which a wife was seldom asked to share. When the
miners could afford to, they sent
to Sacramento or San Francisco
iur girls and built great dance
saloons to house them in.
VII Dances of Elegance I8601920
a. Waltz from Bloomer
b. The Parvenues
c. Short Lecture and Demonstration on the Evolution of Ragtime
d. Razamatazz
(Continued on Page Six)

Clemson A & M"

A scene from the Agnes DeMille Dance Theater which will be
presented in the college field house next Tuesday night at 8:00
p. m. The dance theater is the first of five productions to be presented on the campus this year.

Chemistry School
Fully Accredited
Clemson's department of chemistry has been accredited
by the American Chemical Society, according to an announcement made today by Dr. Howard L. Hunter, dean of
the School of Chemistry and Geology.
The accreditation came after a
complete evaluation of chemistry materials.
at the college made by Dr. C. A.
One of the requirements esBuehler, head of the chemistry tablished by the ACS for acdepartment at the University of creditation is that one half of
Tennessee, who represented the the chemistry faculty have Ph.
ACS. Dr. Buehler made a per- D. degrees. At Clemson threesonal investigation of the chemi- fourths of the permanent faculty
cal curriculum, faculty and phy- are Ph. D.'s.
sical plant in the early summer.
The chemistry faculty includes
After studying his report and material presented by Dean Hunter, Dean Hunter;-Ph. D., Cornell Unithe ACS /put Clemson on its ac- versity.; F. B. Schirmer, Ph. D.,
credited list following its annual Cornell, head of the chemistry deconference held in Chicago last partment; and H. J. Webb, #h. D.,
Cornell, head of the agricultural
month.
chemistry department.
Also, Professors F. I. Brownley,
Chemistry has an important
place in the Clemson curricu- Ph. D., Florida State University;
lum. Both the bachelor and Peter Carodemos, Ph. D., Cornell;
master of science degree in J. H. Mitchell, M. S., University
chemistry are offered. In addi- of Illinois; associate professors J.
tion all Clemson freshmen are G. TJinwiddie, Ph. D., University
required to take a basic chemis- of Virginia; J. H. Hobson, Ph. D.,
try course regardless of their Emory University; W. L. Mauldin,
major and upperclassmen in cer- Ph. D., University of North Carotain majors take further ad- lina; H. T. Polk, Ph. D., Cornell;
assistant professor B. H. Hodges,
vanced work in chemistry.
B. S., Clemson; and instructor J.
The college is well-equipped to R. Salley, M. S., Clemson.
produce chemists for the South's
A research project dealing
fast-growing chemical industry with the use of radioisotope
which, it has been predicted, will tracer techniques in investigatbe producing more than fifty per ing the action of plant growth
cent of the nation's chemical out- regulators is being carried on in
put within ten years.
the School of Chemistry under
Facilities for teaching chemis- contract with the Atomic Energy
try are housed in a $500,000 build- Commission. The project is
ing completed two years ago and headed by Dr. Dinwiddie assistequipped with the modern tech- ed each year by the outstanding
nical apparatus including a labo- senior chemistry major who reratory designed especially for ex- ceives a $1,000 research fellowperimenting with radio-active ship.
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Col. Werner, New Commandant,
Arrived Here Last Saturday
Werner Just Returnes From
Command Post In Austria

As a result of a recent survey
of faculty opinions on final exam
exemptions, the Deans and Directors of Clemson have adopted certain policies in accordance with
these conclusions.
The stated policy as adopted by
the Deans and Directors is as
iollows: 'Faculty members may
excuse from the final examination all students having the
grade of 'A' on the work of the
course prior to the final examination."
68.8 per cent of the faculty
were in favor of the general principal of excusing superior stu>
dents from examinations; therefore the Deans and Directors
thought the most logical action
to take was the adoption of the
plan to provide for excusing only
'A' students from examinations,
-Students who are to be exempt
from examinations in a course
must be notified at the last meeting of the class prior to the examination.
The provisions for excusing superior students from examinations
applies to undergraduates only.
Examinations are required of all
graduate students.

Colonel Richard J. Werner, who will become commandant of Clemson College in the near future, arrived on th»
campus last Saturday.
Colonel Werner and his wife
are both natives of San Antonio,
Texas. He majored in architecture at Texas A and M, and received his BS degree from that
institution in 1925. He started his
military career in the Infantry in
1929.
Colonel Werner graduated
from the Infantry School, Fort
Benning, Georgia; Command
and General Staff School, Leaveirworth, Kansas, and National
War College, Washington.
He participated in the NaplesFoggia and Rome Arne campaigns
during World War II. The Silver
Star, Legion of Merit, Bronze
Star with cluster, Purple Heart,
and Combat Infantryman's Badge
are among his decorations.
As commander\of the 141st Infantry, he led his troops in making an amphibious landing at
Salerno, Italy. Colonel Werner
was wounded in the battle of San
Pietre in December of 1943.
He next joined the headquarters
staff of the Fifth Army and
served with it in Italy foij a year.
He was transferred to the War
Department General Staff in
Washington in 1945 where he remained for a year. Colonel Werner served as executive officer
at the National War College from
1946 to 1950.

Clemson Council
Will Hold Public
Meeting Oct. 19
The Clemson Community Council will hold a public meeting October 19, 7:30 p. m. ,in the Chemistry Auditorium. At this time
the budget will be completed for
the United Fund campaign which
includes eight local and five national agencies. The drive will
be conducted from November 2
to 7 inclusive. Solicitation plans
will be formulated by the campaign committee of five composed of members from the civic
and service clubs of Clemson. The
actual solicitation will be made by
approximately 80 members of
these organizations.
David A. Atwood, Field Representative of Carolina United Red
Feather Services, Charlotte, North
Carolina will speak on the trends
toward a more complete federation of state and national agencies
with local services relative to
fund-raising campaigns. Of particular interest to the local group
will be his comments on methods
and procedure relating to budgeting and campaign techniques.
Representatives from local
churches, civic groups, fraternal
organizations and other interested groups comprise the Community Council. The officers for the
current year are N. B. Goebel,
chairman, Mrs. John T. Bregger,
vice-chairman, Thescott Hinton,
treasurer and Mrs. Gilbert Miller,
secretary. The board of directors is composed of these officers
and the following directors: J. E.
Shigley, past-chairman, E. O. DeFore and Tom S. Milford.

COLONEL RICHARD J. WERNER
(Tiger photo by Jack Trimmier)

In 1950 he went to Austria as
Deputy Chief of Staff. He commanded Salzburg Military Post
and in September of 1952 became Chief of Staff of Troop
Command in Austria.
Colonel Werner and his wife
have just recently arrived in the
United States, They made brief
stops in Washington and New
York to see their two sons and
then continued to Clemson.
He met with Colonel Cookson
on Monday for informal talks,
and was introduced to the memPeter Peck
bers of the military staff here at
director of the forthcoming Little Clemson. On Tuesday, he was
Moon is Blue," announced today present at the Regional Review
given in honor of the new memcast for the play. The following bers of Scabbard and Blade.

Cast Is Chosen For
'The Moon Is Blue'
Janet Crawford, George
Lyne Take Leading Roles

By
Mrs. Rebecca Waters,
Theatre production "The
that she has selected the
people were chosen to take part in the production
Janet Crawford will take the
leading roll of Patty O'Neil, a
naive Brooklyn girl whose main
ambition in life is to become an
actress, but who will settle for a
husband. Patty keeps the audience in hysterics with her antics and she is very capable at
keeping the leading man in a
dither trying to answer her questions. •
,
George Lyne will play the
part of Donald Gresham a
young and fairly well-to-do architect, who first meets Patty
at the Empire State Building
and proceeds to invite her out
for an evening's entertainment.
The situation develops rapidly
and Don is soon left hopelessly
confused by Patty's straightforward ways.
Pen Brewster plays the part of

David Slater who is the father of
Don's ex-fiancee. David is
self-confessed wolf who doesn't
seem to take his duties as a
father very seriously. He is the
type of person who could be
placed in the playboy category. He
is divorced, has plenty of money
and absolutely no worries. Patty
is able to change his outlook on
life, however.
Bratton Williams plays the part
(Continued on Page Six)

No TIGER
Next Week
The Tiger will not be published
next week due to the State Fair
Holidays which begin at noon
Wednesday.
The regular weekly issue will
be published the following week.
Anyone wishing to report any
campus activity should submit the
copy to the Tiger office not later
than 11:30 p. m. Tuesday night,
October 27.

MASTER PLAN
IS
BY TRUSTEES

The Clemson College Board of
Trustees approved the campu*
master plan for building developments at an all-day meeting held
here Tuesday.
T. M. Shaw, architect with th«
firm of Perry, Shaw, Hepburn,
Kehoe, and Dean of Boston, met
with the trustees to explain final
details of the master plan. Th«
Boston firm drew up the plansfor the long range building program.
The Board took immediate action on the first part of the der
velopment plan. A contract for
approximately four million dollars was signed with Daniel Construction Company for the new
barracks quadrangle. Actual work
on the new building will begin
at once and will be completed by
next September.
The Board also approved a budget request that will be presented
to the State Budget and Control
Board October 23 in Columbia.
The Sand Hill Experiment Station in Richland County between
Columbia and Camden was selected as the site of the proposed
Livestock Sanitary Building. The
Board approved ' plans for the
building. Money .for Jjtie_jj.roj.ect
was appropriated during the last
session of the State Legislature.
Members of the Board that wer«
present were: R. M. Cooper,
Wisacky; Paul Sanders, Ritter;
Charles E. Daniel, Greenville; Ben
T. Leppard, Greenville; J. F.
McLaurin, Bennettsville; W. A,
Barnette, Greenwood; F. E. Cope,
Cope; T. W. Thornhill, Charleston;
and J. B. Douthit, Jr., Pendleton.
Those absent were Gov. James
F. Byrnes, Spartanburg; Edgar A.
Brown, Barnwell; and T. B.
Young, Florence.

NOTICE!

Five cadet officers and one member of the military staff were taken into Scabbard and Blade,
national military society. Those named at a
regimental review in their honor Tuesday afternoon were (left to right) Lieutenant Colonel
Norwood G. Read, of the military department;
Cadet Captain Carl B. Brabham; Cadet Captain
James E. Duffy; Cadet Major George B. Ed-

wards; Cadet Lieutenant Sam B. Murphree, Sr.;
and Cadet Captain Thomas R. Rosamond. Decorating the new members is Colonel Lloyd H.
Tull. Others in the picture are Colonel Forrest
E. Cookson, Colonel Richard J. Werner, Cadet
Major William L. Bross.an d Cadet Major John
T. Gibbs. Photo courtesy Taps.

Five cadet officers and one
member of the military staff have
been selected for membership in
the National Society of Scabbard
and Blade.
Those selected are Lieutenant
Colonel Norwood G. Read, honorary member, Carl B. Brabham,
textile manufacturing senior of
Dalzel; James E. Duffy, textile
manufacturing senior of White
Plains, N. Y.; George B. Edwards,
mechanical engineering senior of
florence; Sam B. Murphree, Jr.,
civil engineering senior of Troy,
Ala.; and Thomas B. Rosamond,
civil engineering senior of Greenville.
These men were honored by a
regimental review held on Bowman Field last Tuesday afternoon.
The Clemson Chapter is Company K of the 7th Regiment.
Membership is limited to fifteen
members.
The members are selected from
the officers of the Cadet Corps
holding the rank of captain or
above and by their interest shown
in the Reserve Officers Training
Corps.

Freshman class officers who were elected in a
recent campus election are (seated) John Duffie,
Sumter, president; (standing—left to right, first
row) Richard Kemp, Denmark, student government representative; Tillman Johnson, Aiken, vice-president; Lewis Cromer, Greenwood,
secretary; and Carol Brown, Kingstree, treas^

...BEAT CAROLINA...

\

All students desiring to attend the Clemson • Carolina
Freshman game may obtain admission on the contest No. 4 in
the athletic book. Other persons desiring to attend tho
freshman game may obtain
tickets at the Field House for
$1.50. The game will be played
on the night of October 21.

Scabbard And
Blade Elects Six
For Membership

Mu Beta Psi
Takes In 12
New Members
Mu Beta Psi, local music fra, ternity, has taken in twelve new
' members. The new members are
I Lynn Wyatt, electrical engineering junior of Florence; George
Mullis, t^ e x t i 1 e manufacturing
sophomore of Spartanburg; Jack
Sherer, agricultural engineering
senior of Columbia; 'Bubber'
Nichols; Harley Mills, animal husbandry sophomore of Ridgeland;
fFred Nimmer, mechanical engineering senior of Ridgeland; and
[Clarke Starnes, textile manufacturing junior of Gastonia, N. C.
Also, Dewey Pearson, electrical
engineering junior of Orangeburg;
Charlie Culler, agriculture sophomore of Orangeburg; James Keller, architectural engineering senior of Gaffney; Jerry Holcombe,
textile manufacturing junior of
Greenville; and Luther Daniel,
agriculture senior of Oxford, N. C.
To be eligible for membership
in the music fraternity, a student
must be a member of a musical
organization on the campus or
show special interest in music.
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Program For The Agnes
DeMille Theatre Announced
A new kind of ballet company,
the Agnes De Mille Dance Theatre, will present the first Clemson College Concert Series at 8 p.
m. on Tuesday, October 20, at the
Field House.
The Agnes De Mille Dance
Theatre has been in preparation
since 1948, when S. Hurok and
Miss De Mille began to lay plans
for a unique new company that
• would place equal stress on dance
arid theatre.
The program is as follows:
1. Conversations Pleasant and
Unpleasant
This is the story about a Philanderer. This number features
Loren Hightower as The Young
Man, Dusty Worrall as His Beloved, Bunty Keller as An Aspirant, Evelyn Taylor as A Diversion, Mavis Ray as An Interloper, Jean Houloose as A Familiar,, and Eleanor Fairchild as
Jenny-Come-Lately.
II Summer Day—Beethoven
Lizanne Truex and Edwin Balin
are featured in this selection.
III. Suite of Dances—J. S. Bach
IV Hares on the Mountain—Arranged by Arthur Kleiver
V The Cherry Tree Legend—
Adapted by Trude Rittmann
VI Gold Rush—Music by Frederick Loeuve
This ballet is an extension
of the dances of the musical play,
"Paint Your Wagon", but it does
not adhere to the story of the

Tiger

South Carolina's Oldest

urer. (Back row, left to right) Representatives
Don Still, Blacksville; M .C. Morgan, Great
Falls; and Preston Stokes, Charleston. Absent
when the picture was taken was Tom Brown,
Bakersville, California. Tiger photo by Jack
Trimmier.
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'A' Students Will Be
Exempted From Finals

TALK OF THE TOWN

Here Is The Dope On The Clemson*
Carolina Game Date Ticket Situation

THE Deans and Directors of Clemson College recently
made a survey among the faculty to determine thenfeelings about excusing students from final examinations in
classes in which the students have done superior work.
The majority of faculty members (68.8 per cent) were
in favor of excusing "A" students.
The policy decided by the Deans and Directors, as determined by the survey, is that faculty members may excuse from the final examination all students having the
grade "A" on the work of the course prior to the final examination. This policy will be practiced throughout the departments of the school.
Students who are excused from the examination in a
course will be notified at the last meeting of the class before the examination will be given.
The policy for examinations remains the same except
for those students exempted under the new provisions. The
policy for examinations is that written examinations shall
be required in all subjects at the end of each semester except
in certain laboratory or practical courses where it is not
deemed necessary by the department faculty.

By Carroll Moore

DONT GET ME WRONG, BUT

80% College Men Drink At
Colleges N.E.W.S One Time Or Another
By John Snoddy

which appealed to everybody and
lead the group in an old-time
Parking violators are now fall- singing-session.
ing into the long arms of the law
at Washington State College. TOO MANY "TIGERS?"
Over at Memphis State College,
Looks like the Clemson cadets get
out pretty easy compared to the they're complaining about there
being too many "Tiger" teams in
Washingtonians.
For the first violation for park- the country. There are, they say,
tog anywhere in the center of the i 25 different schools which have
campus, the offenders were given \ nicknamed themselves "Tigers".
For instance, Missouri. Princewarnings; the second time meant
a visit with the Dean of Students; ; ton. Louisiana State, Sewanee,
and for the third violation, it i College of the Pacific, Auburn,
cost the student revocation of his ! and Clemson—to name only a few
car privileges for at least three —are all "Tigers".
Why they're complaining we
months.
Though the situation at Clem- don't understand. If it was half
«on is at present understandable, | as hard to get their nickname
the cadets shouldn't irritate the ; changed as it would be for the
office of the Commandant, unless I "Clemson Tigers", it would be imthey really have a reasonable possible.
complaint.
At Clemson, anyone who mentioned the changing of the nickFROM FURMAN N
name would be looked at with
From the Furrrian '•Hornet" much amazement. The "Tiger" is
comes an article which sounds in- the symbol of Clemson. To change
teresting.
the "Tigers" would mean starting
. As everybody knows, few plays a new institution. Clemson is
ever start on time and the early- the "Home of the Tiger" and visa
comers really have a long wait versa.
anyway. To keep this period ocTo Memphis State College, I
cupied and interesting, a mem- say, "You don't love the Tiger
ber of one of the college sing- like you should." I also say,
ing groups prepared some music "Viva Le Tiger"
A BAD SITUATION:

C LOOK OUT, DEAR!
S ANOTHER

XJ*0AD HOG/

■ /££*
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contest that you attend then you would
have reason to gripe.

TICKET "DOPE'

Don't Overlook Exhibits
In State Fair Attraction
NEXT week thousands of South Carolinians will flock to
the State Fairgrounds in Columbia to see the annual
Big Thursday football classic between the University of
South Carolina Gamecocks and the Clemson College Tigers.
Although the game is one of the highlights of the Fair Week,
there will be many other attractions, not only on the midway, but in the many exhibit buildings.
Exhibits featuring every phase of industry in the State
will be shown in the giant steel building. Take advantage
of this opportunity to learn more about your State, its industries, and its people.

Thursday, October 15, 1953

By Alan Cannon
YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT

dents usually enoy at some time or another.
However, I don't think the above statistics
Last week I promised that I would give
will hold true at this school.
the startling results of the poll taken by the
Yale alcoholic studies published in TIME •WELL, IT'S HERE AGAIN
magazine. In co-educational schools and
The State Fair football game between
public colleges 80 per cent of the men have our school and dear ole South Carolina is
either taken a drink or profess to drinking always the height of the football season for
regularly. 61 per cent of the women drink. the Tiger supporters. Somehow those
In non-coeducational colleges and private D
Gamecocks always have a way of
schools (schools such as Clemson for men showing up our team even when we have a
and Winthrop for women) an amazing good season with the other teams. This
number of 92 per cent of the men drink and year I got that feeling—that feeling that
89 per cent of the women. I can fairly well we're gonna win this meeting and show
vouch that that kind of drinking does not those Carolina men that we mean business
exist at this school even though statistics in a business like manner. I don't try to
prove so. 92 per cent would mean that figure out our chance according to man to
over 9 out of 10 boys at Clemson drink. man prowess. Because you can't do it.
That's an awfully high quota. I frankly There is just too much tension and surprise
don't believe it. The article also carried to this game. I rather choose to go accordthe findings of one high school in New ing to that OLD BLACK MAGIC. I just
York State. At this particular high school got that feeling. You know, just a hunch.
over 90 per cent of the student body (this is Sometimes a hunch pays off, sometimes it
an estimate of both girls and boys) have doesn't. I believe I'm lucky, I believe
taken alcoholic beverages in some form. I we're gonna win. I gotta hunch.
nearly flipped my lid when I read this. The ROSES ARE RED
state of American youth is certainly drop- AND VIOLETS ARE BLUE;
ping if this per cent would hold true for the
COME ON DOWN TO THE STATE FAIR
high schools throughout the nation. The
GAME.
Senior Council at Clemson has a way to
YOU
WON'T
LEAVE IT BLUE ('cause
deal with those students who seem to alwe're bound to win),
ways drink to excess. DRINKING—right or
wrong—is something that many college stunite scouts

;-:

Disc-o-Pation

What part of the country are
the bands and singers roaming
about in between recordings?
Well, let's take a short time out
and catch up with a few of them.
Harry James just completed a five
week tour from New York back
to the west coast and on October
28 he and his band will hang their
hats at the Cocoanut Grove for
four weeks. Incidentally, James
netted—mind you, netted—$64,000
on that little jaunt from New
York that I just mentioned.
Stan Kenton and his fine group
find themselves at present, at the
Birdland in New York City while
Lionel Hampton's present address
is somewhere in Scandinavia,
later this month being Paris. The
Hamp has Annie Ross and George
Wallington signed up with him
as vocalist and pianist on this
two-month overseas tour. Les
Brown finished a two week stand
at the Palladium not long ago
with Ray Anthony following right
behind to take over for three.
Charlie Barnet and his "Cherokees" are whooping it up in Detroit and at the same time Frankie
Carle is playing on the l88's at the
Statler in New York City.
Speaking of 88's, have you ever
listened to the piano playing of
Liberace? He has an outstanding
technique and a very distinctive
style of his own, which is played
with great force. , His albums
and programs are usually a mingling of popular songs and favorite
classics. What ever he plays, it
is worth listening to by listeners
of every taste. Liberace just re-

By Bill Caughman

;-:

cently finished a concert at Car- votes is not far off, November 20
negie Hall after a very-success- to be exact, so don't wait too long.
Ralph Flanagan names the
ful series of tours on the west
bands that have contributed most
coast.
This isn't down the line of cur- to the dancing upsurge. He is of
rent waxings, but rather under the opinion that Band Business
the heading of good listening. I'm of 1953 is beginning to compare
refering to Stan Kenton's two- with that of the great swing era
part album of "Sketches on Stand- of 1936-1941. and want to give
ards.." The first part contains credit where it's due. Ralph named
Sophisticated Lady, There's A six bands (his own included, he
Small Hotel, Shadow Waltz and hope's) that he thinks will be reBegin the Genuine. On the second membered at some future date
part is Lover Man, Fascinating as 'a group of names who 'made
Rhythm, Over The Rainbow and it' in the hardest way imaginPennies From Heaven. In the able." They are Ray Anthony,
last two numbers mentioned, the Ralph Marterie, Buddy Morrow,
trombones slide into their notes Billy May, Sauter-Finegan, and
giving a very smooth flowing ef- Jerry Gray.
fect, while later on in the disk,
Heard a new wax product toConte Condoli picks up the tempo
day.
It was Tropicana, by Monty
with his solo trumpet work in the
high register. These waxings Kelly and his orchestra. I've never
aren't played entirely in Kenton's heard of this orchestra before,
unorthodox style, but are still but judging from this waxing, Mr.
Kelly has something. Tropicana
unmistakably Kenton.
Who do you think has contri- is a different type of rising popubuted the most to music since lar disk with its samba beat. It
1900? And who do you think has creates the picture of a South
the best dance or jazz band? You American festival or some isomight also think about what in- lated tropical island with its
dividual artists would make up peaceful surroundings. Watch this
an all-star band. When the de- one elimb the "pop" pole.
Duet from Ford 50th Annivercision has been made, get hold of
a copy of "Down Beat", fill out sary Telecast, taken from the T.
the music poll and send it in. I V. program of the same name, by
mention "Down Beat's'' ballot Mary Martin and Ethel Merman,
form because only the votes cast rates an excellent this time. It
on this farm will be counted. Last . incorporates into one disk, 29
year's personality selected for the ' song-hits of the last half-century
Music Hall of Fame was Louis ■ which are really tops. If you
Armstrong, which puts him on ! saw the show, that's 'nuff said. If
the ineligible list for this go j not, it would be worth the time
'round. The deadline for the I to give a listen.

I just got through reading a most interThis raw deal letter also adds that "the
esting letter from two students expressing
their personal opinions of the Carolina Date allotment of tickets has grown smaller and
Ticket situation. They seem to think that smaller each year."
this is the "rawest of raw deals" that they
This statement is another wild idea arhave ever received at Clemson.
rived at from tl^e mid-air and not from
Friend, yoii just don't know how wrong actual statistics.
The allotment is not
you really are. Whether you students real- smaller than in years past.
ize it or not, the athletic association made it
If you students think that the athletic
possible for you to obtain more date tickets
association is not treating you justly on
to the game than ever before. In the first
the game, wait until you visit Grant Field
place, there were many more season date
in Atlanta for the Georgia Tech encounter
books sold this year than in previous years
and see where the Tech students sit for
and they do rate first choice. Then the
their home game. They are seated from
seniors and August graduates were assured
the thirty yard line down into the endof date tickets since this might be the last
zone. You complain about bad seats for
State Fair Classic they will be able to see.
games out of town!
Next, in order to make more date tickets
available, and not to make more money for
One thing in closing this talked about
the athletic association as these two stu- ticket situation. Before you start grumbdents thought, the athletic association made ling about the distribution of the tickets
it possible for a student to obtain a needed and lowering certain individuals and groups
date ticket by finding a buddy that was not because of the tickets, find out the facts
planning to attend the game and use his involved in the deal. If you can find a
I. D. book to BUY a date ticket.better way to distribute the tickets and
make everybody happy, drop by the athletic
My letter writing friends seem to think
office before season and submit your sugthat this ticket was paid for at the begingestion. They would appreciate it.
ning of the school year and that shelling
out an extra $4.80 was paying double for BIG DANCE FOLLOWING
the ticket. Again I would like to tell you
THE FROSH GAME
that you are wrong about the deal. It is
Th'e annual Blue Key Dance will be held
true that a student is entitled to a ducket
at
the Armory in Columbia immediately
to the game without paying any additional
following
the freshman game on Wednesmoney, but the University of South Caroday
night.
This dance is sponsored by the
lina and Clemson made an agreement that
Blue
Key
chapters
of Clemson and Caroeach student enrolled in the two schools
lina
to
promote
friendlier
relations between
would receive a STUDENT ticket on subthe
two
schools.
The
Jungaleers
will furmitting his I. D. book. However, if Clemnish
the
music
for
the
dance.
Come
on out
son would permit a student to simply turn
to
the
dance,
but
act
your
age
and
rememin another's book and obtain a ticket not
stamped, they would be breaking their ber you are from Clemson College and not
agreement with the University and would the University of South Carolina.
have to pay them half the price of a ticket PEP MEETING BEFORE FROSH GAME
because it would be possible for a person
The cheerleaders hope to work it out so
other than a student to come to the game
that a pep rally can be staged at the State
on a student's privileges.
House before the Carolina-Clemson freshThis letter that I read also stated that man game next Wednesday night. If all
"the students here at Clemson are already works out, the band, cheerleaders, and all
.overcharged for tickets for this game."
you troops who can make it, are going to
Brother, if you believe that, just let them form a parade down Main Street in Columquit taking out the athletic funds in your bia and stage a pep meeting on the Capitol
tuition and let you start paying for every steps. Come on and join the fun!

Letters To
Dear Tom,
I would like to. take this opportunity to say that if the rest
of the student body eeuld raise as
much noise per head at a ball
game as the Senior Platoon did in
Miami, they would knock . the
other side out of any stadium in
the country. There were fortyseven members of the platoon in
Miami at their own expense, and
people listening on the radio
heard them yelling more than
once.
You can bet that the football
team heard them, too. They
knew that they weren't down
among all those Yankees by themselves. The Platoon has set an
example for all of us to follow
for the rest of the year. Maybe
it's like Coach Howard said a few
years ago, 'T guess it's my team
this year."
Well, it's still my team to the
end, whatever that may be, and
I hope that the other 2700 people
up here and the alumni feel the
same way.

Tom Clemson

The football team, the Platoon
and the cheerleaders are going to
cress that river down there to
win next week. Come on down
and join us, loyal Clemson supporters. Let's give those Gamecocks hell at Columbia.
Remember this, too. The ball
game isn't over until the final
whistle. Because of the spirit a
small gang of loyal people had in
Miami, they had Miami fans yelling for us. How do you like
that?
Dave Moerhead
Head Cheerleader
Dear Tom,
Last week we were fortunate
to have the national convention
of Tau Beta Pi on our campus.
Everyone who attended the convention commented on the friendliness of the men here, and I am
sure that this was one of the
contributing factors that made
their stay here an enjoyable one.
On Friday afternoon the troops
gave a very fine performance

with a retreat parade. The spectators were overwhelmed by the
exhibition and more than a few
comments were made showin
that they had enjoyed the performance immensely.
I'd like to take this opportunity,
Tom, on behalf of myself and th<rest of the chapter, to thank ever;
man in the Clemson Corps o'
Cadets for that fine parade last
Friday.
There were delegates from
nearly every state in the union on
the hill that afternoon, and I am
sure that each one of them took
back with him a lasting impression of the excellence of the Clemson Cadet Corps.
Thanks, fellows, for the friendliness and hospitality that you
showed our visitors, and thanks
again for an excellent performance on the drill field.
Sincerely,
Sam Murphree, Jr.
President Alpha of S. C.
Tau Beta Pi

When We Were Young
By Jpe MeCown
The Tiger has always represented an ac- than the usual "cokes" were found to be on
curate portrayal of life and events at Clem- sale.
son. It is interesting, and sometimes amusSeventeen Years Ago
ing, to note the similarities and differences
Senator James F. Byrnes spoke at the
in the campus life of today and the campus
dedication of the new barracks (4, 5, 6, 7).
life of times gone by. Many events that
Senator Byrnes was also pledged as an honhave taken place in the past seem to paraorary member by the Clemson Chapter of
llel those of today, while others seem to
the Blue Key.
have come from an entirely different world.
Dr. Lee W. Milford, Clemson College surThe obect of this column is to give our readgeon,
stated that there have been fewer
ers a glimpse of Clemson as it used to be.
cases of illness occurring this year than
Twelve Years Age
last. Colds have not been so common. Of
An unemployed Greenville man was jail- 18 cases of pneumonia last session, only one
ed in Walhalla on a eharge of stealing was lost.
money and jewelry from Clemson barracks.
Professor Lane consented to act as mediaHe was seen loitering around the barracks, tor in the selection of Taps sponsors. The
and shortly afterwards, numerous thefts selection for those girls whose pictures
were reported. In one case, S65 in cash are to be placed in the Taps was to be made
was reported missing from one room.
directly and impartially by the cadet corps.
Mr. "Shorty'' Henry opened up his new Their pictures will be on exhibit, and voting
"Juice Shop" in the basement of the Main was by numbers. Each girl's number was
Building. Unfortunately, nothing stronger changed frequently to prevent lobbying.
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Professor McGarity Teaches New Basic
Piano Course In Music Department
New Course To Acquaint
Pupils With Music Facts
Class To Serve As Excellent
Foundation For Future Study

Members of the Senior Platoon swarm out of
the stands of the Orange Bowl after Clemson
made its only touchdown in last Friday night's
game with the University of Miami in Miami.

The platoon ran around the entire bowl after
the score was made. The final score of the
game was 39-7.

Marshall Scholarship To
Be Available To Grad Students
Beginning in the academic year I are distinction of intellect and
.1954-55, twelve Marshall Scholar- character, as shown by scholastic
ships will be available for Ameriattainment and other activities
can graduate students wishing to
and achievements. Preference will
study at a British university.
be given to candidates who com\ The Marshall Scholarships have bine high academic ability with
been established by the British the capacity to play an active
Government as a gesture of thanks part at the university of their
for Marshall Aid, in gratitude for choice.
America's generous and far-sightUnder the term of the awards,
ed program for European recovery.
each of four reglnal committees
Twelve scholarships will be
in the United States — East,
granted annually, each for a
South, Middle West, and Patwo-year period which may be
cific—will select three candiextended to three. Eligible for
dates every year, with three in
competition are U. S. citizens,
reserve. These names will be
men or women under the age
forwarded for approval to the
of 28, graduates of accredited
Advisory Council in WashingU. S. colleges or universities.
ton, which consists of six disThe scholarships may . be held
tinguished Americans who will
at any British university.
assist the British Ambassador,
The value of each award will Chairman of the Council, in rebe $1,540 a year, with an extra viewing and approving the can' $560 a year for married men. didates.
This sum will comfortably finance
The closing date for applicaa year's study at a British univer- tions for 1954-55 scholarships is
sity, since academic fees and November 1, 1953. For further
living costs are considerably less information, prospective candithan in the United States. Trans- dates should write to British Inportation is provided from home formation) Services
(Marshall
• to the British university and back. Scholarships) 30 Jlockfeller Plaza,
Qualifications for the awards New York 20, N. Y.
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If you were to walk into the
College Auditorium at 10:00 a. m.
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, you see one of the very
latest additions to the Clemson
College curriculum.
The course is under the leadership of Mr. H. Hi McGarity, associate professor of music. Each
student enrolled in the course will
receiv* a thorough acquaintance
of the essential rudiments of music, including a full knowledge of
scales and chords. He will ako
learn the art of transposition and
the ability to sight head rapidly.
The student* are taught the essentials necessary for making up accompaniments to folk and popular
music.
Amour other things, the
course serves M an excellent

American Camping
Civil Service Will
Association Meet
Offer Examinations
Held At Clemson
For Ag. Positions
Approximately 160 members of
The United States Civil Service
Commission has again announced
its! Junior Management Assistant
and Junior Agricultural Assistant
examination for filling positions
in Washington, D. C, and throughout the United States. The entrance salary for the agricultural
position is $3,410 a year, and for
the management position, $3,410
and $4,205. The positions are located in Washington, D. C, and
throughout the United States.
The Junior Management Assistant examination is designed to
bring into the Federal service outstanding young men and women
for training and development into
future Federal executives. The
Junior Agricultural Assistant examination is for filling positions
in various fields of agriculture.
Both types of positions offer excellent opportunity for advancement.
To qualify, applicants must pass
written tests and must have had
appropriate education or a combination of education and experience. Students who expect to
complete their courses by June
30, 1954, may apply. Appropriate
experience alone may be qualifying for some positions. Candidates for the Junior Management
Assistant examination who meet
the requirements will be given
an oral interview. The age limits,
waived for persons entitled to veteran preference, are 18 to 35 years
(except for the position of Agricultural Writer-Editor for which
there is no maximum age limit).
Further information and application forms may be secured from
the Placement Office or from the
United States Civil- Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C. For
the Junior Management Assistant
examination, applications must be
filed not later than November 12,
1953, for the Junior Agricultural
Assistant examination, not later
than December 1, 1953.

Phi Eta Sigma
To Hear Doctor
J. W. Jones Speak
Dr. J. W. Jones, Director of
Agricultural Teaching, will speak
October 15, at the Phi Eta Sigma
meeting.
Phi Eta Sigma is a freshman
honor society to encourage and
reward high scholastic attainment
among members of the freshman
class.
Plans will be made for sending
members to the Regional Conference to be held in Auburn, Alabama, November 20-21. Also

the American Camping Association from North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia staked their
annual convention at the Clemson
House over the three day period
of October 9-12.
Headed by the President of the
ACA, Miss Marjorie Leonard, Woman's College, Greensboro, N. C,
the group was made up of the directors of private camps, Y camps,
Scout camps, Church camps, 4-H
camps, and camps for the handicapped.
Among the important topics
brought before the group was the
newly devised standards set forth
by the National American Camping Association which all credited
camps must meet. The explanations covered every topic on the
new stanards from leadership to
sanitation.
New officers were elected during the business session on Saturday morning. Also, the group
adopted an amended constitution,
heard committee reports, and discussed problems of the section.
Chief among these discussions
concerning the possibilities of
getting better leaders and the
possibilities of cooperative buying. The afternoon meeting dealt
mostly with the practibility of
cartifying camp councilors.
Following the inspirational talk
given by the Professor of Religion, at Furman University, Robert W. Jackson, another business
meeting was held. In the meeting new standards were set up
concerning requirements of experience and age for both directors and councilors.
plans for fall initiation of new
members will be discussed.
Dr. C. C. Sheldon and Professor Ben Goodale are the faculty
advisers for the honor fraternity.

foundation for a study of the
traditional classics. The student is well grounded for private study by the time he completes the course.
This basic class piano course
is conducted on a laboratory basis,
allowing one credit for three
hours of lab work. These hours,
however, are split into three separate meetings. As in any other
lab, the student is expected to do
only a minimum of outside preparation.
Clemson is one of the very few
men's colleges who can boast of
having such a study. It all originated in the, public schools
throughout the nation, but pioneers such ag Dr. Raymond Burrows of Columbia University introduced it into our colleges.
The catalog number of the
course is Music 103. A continuation of the course, Music 104, will
be offered next semester to those
interested. Another addition to
the music schedule is a three
hour course in music theory,
which had previously been offered only in the summer school.
The group taking: this course
In basic class piano is divided
into two sections. The first
section includes Herman Coker,
Fred Garner, Charles Hagen,
John McGraw. Ronald North,
Iiuei&n Norton, and Eugcnt
Todd.
The second class is made up of
Barnes Bishop, G. B. Brokenbrough, Bruce Cannon, Roy Cobb,
Dan Dimucci, and Weston New.
There are several campus people
who are auditing the course. These
are Mrs. W. C. Bowen, Mrs. Anton
Heyn, Mrs. C. C. Brannon, Mr.
Kersey, and Mr. Morris Jones.
The instructor, Mr. Hugh McGarity, is associate professor of
music at Clemson and has just
returned frorn a two year leave
of absence during which he worked toward his Ph. D. degree at
Florida State University. His
teaching duties include that of
music theory and piano.
During the summer of 1952,
Mr. McGarity was a staff member of the Fred Waning Choral
Music Workshops which were „
held in six different 'college
campuses throughout the nation,
including Clemson. These workshops, contrary to popular belief, are under the personal direction of Mr. Warring.
During the past summer, he was
a member of the staff of the
Piano Teachers Workshop, also at
Florida State University. The
staff was headed by the1, famous
Hungarian composer, conductor,
and pianist, Ernst von Dohnanyi,
and Edward Kilenyi, an American born Hungarian. The latter
is a well known Columbia recording artist.
We welcome Mr. McGarity back
to the campus and are sure that
his course in piano will be a decided addition to the college.

\

2 STUDENT MATINEES 65c—ADULTS $1.95
Dates: Thursday, Oct. 15-Friday, Oct. 16, 2 P. M.
MAIL ORDERS: Checks payable to Pasiion Play.
Address to Passion Play Headquarters:

CALHOUN HOTEL SODA SHOP
ANDERSON, S. C—PHONE 1649
Mutt Ba Accompanied By Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope
Sponsored by Anderson Independent and Daily Mail
and Anderson Ministerial Association

Benefit

UNDERPRIVILEGED
CHILDREN'S
CHRISTMAS TREE
Directed by

SALVATION ARMY

Student Cermaic
Contest Closes
On November 23
The Annual Student Contest in
Porcelain Enameling is again announced for the current school
year. Prizes totaling $1,000 will
be awarded for the best paper
on Porcelain Enameling technology, with awards being made at
the Annual Convention of the
American Ceramic Society next
spring.
The contest is open to all students, both graduates and undergraduates who are registered in
Ceramics or Ceramic Engineering.
Contest rules are available from
the Department Head of the Ceramic Engineering Department, or
from the sponsor, Ferro Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio.
Entry blanks must be mailed to
the sponsor by November 23, 1953.
Papers must be submitted on or
before February 26, 1954.
Richard Rion, Clemson graduate in the class of 1953, was second place winner in the last annual contest.

Bill & Haltie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
—E n g i n e e r s—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil — —

BE READY FOR BIG THURSDAY!
See our complete line of Sport Coots and Slacks
of the latest styles.

There's an excuse for women
driving the way they do. After all
they put a mirror outside her left
and another high upon her right
. , .How do they expect she's EVER
gonna look straight ahead?
—Arthur Godfrey

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
ANDERSON

m
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Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson Housr

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight

*/llw& 0m//famu4/0cm4-

; OPEN ON THURSDAYS

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
BOOKS
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
SLIDE RULES
PAPER
-and—

Vet. Requisitions Close October 17

The world's most famous towers are, left to
right, the Eiffel Tower, the Tower of London
and the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
But in America, the tower-come-Iately (extreme right) may rapidly become as familiar
as the old landmarks of Europe. It is one of
the Bell System's radio-relay stations which
speed telephone calls and television programs
coast to coast.
In May, 1948, these towers connected only
five Eastern cities. Five years later the TV
network included 95 towns and more are being
added all the time.
Being the first network of its kind in the
world, the planning, research, engineering
and construction requirements are providing
real opportunities for the kind of people who
like to pioneer.
If working on new developments appeals to
you, check with your Placement Officer for
the details on employment with the Bell System. There are positions open for electrical,
mechanical and civil engineers, as well as
business administration and arts and science
graduates.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

CLEMSON, S. C.

Washing

Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline
— — Greasing
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY

TIGER TAVERN

Thiir., Oct. 15 thru Sat., Oct. 17
EVENINGS 8:15 P. M.—ALL SEATS RESERVED
Tax Included—$1.30, $1.95, $2.60, $3.25, $3.90

by Jack Trimmier.
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Bengals To Tangle With Gamecocks Thursday
Touted Baby Tigs Play

By FRANK ANDERSON
—WHAT HAPPENED? WE DON'T KNOW.
What happened to the Clemson varsity football team
last Friday night? They were simply defeated by a seemingly strong University of Miami eleven.
Excuses? There are no excuses when it is so evident
that the Tigers took a thorough beating. For one half the
Bengals played a good brand of football. Their defense
snowed up as well as ever and our offense looked better
than that of Miami.
The Tigers just fell apart at the half. Every mistake
in the book was made the second half, enabling the Miamians to score six markers to our one.
As amazingly as the Tigers fell apart, the Hurricanes
were ignited. Andy Gustafson's charges just couldn't miss.
Everything they attempted worked. That game Friday
night was just one of those cases where you do everything
wrong and your opponents do everything right.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT COULD BE BIGGER
THAN BIG THURSDAY
After discontinuing the freshman foqtball game between
the University of South Carolina and Clemson for a year,
the two teams renew their rivalry at 8 p. m., Wednesday
Night, October 21.
For many years this was the practice of the freshman
teams. On the Wednesday night before the varsity game
on Thursday, the frosh gave the early arrivals some entertainment.
Last year, due to the fact that freshmen were eligible
to play varsity ball, the two teams did not meet.
The game this year promises to be one of the greatest
frosh games ever played between the two rivals. Carolina
has played but one game, edging the Furman University
freshmen. The Bengals who have played two games to
date lost a close decision to Georgia Tech and ran roughshod
over the Presbyterian Blue Stocking "B" team.
The contest promises to be a wide open affair with both
teams possessing much scoring ability.
TIGER FISH OFF TO ANOTHER SEASON
Possibly one of the least known, underrated sports at
Clemson is swimming. Few students know when there is
a swimming meet down at the YMCA pool, and even fewer
realize the excitement that can be stirred up during a swimming meet.
Swimming is an outdoor sport enjoyed by the majority
of students at Clemson, yet it is surprising that such a small
number turns out for the team.
It takes practice to be able to enter intercollegiate swimming competition, but all of the men on the team now had
to practice to get as good as they are.
Coach Carl McHugh is urging students to come out for
the team, and this is one of the main sports in which your
ability alone gives you a position on the team.
—ARE MINOR SPORTS DEAD?*
Talking about the swimming team brings to mind the
thought of minor sports at Clemson in general. How many
realize that there are four active minor sports at this college?
Golf, Tennis, Swimming and Marksmanship are four
sports at Clemson in which athletic scholarships are not
given, therefore, in the eyes of many students they are not
important.
In certain ways they are more important. The number
one fact is that anyone who has the ability can make one of
these teams, and he doesn't have to compete with highly
touted scholarship boys.
Several students participating in minor sports in Clemson have received wide acclaim over the state, but are virtually unknown on account around the campus.
For instance, last year Clemson had one of the best
rifle teams in the South. Leonard Yaun, freshman golfer
from Aiken took the individual collegiate golf championship in this state. Khin Si, scrappy tennis player from Burma, was perhaps one of the most colorful netmen in the
state.
For the passt few years college presidents, coachess and
spectators have been forwarding the de-emphasis of major
sports. While they are taking emphasis off of the major
•ports, they could add a little to virtually unknown athletic
activities around most campuses.
MOST VALUABLE AGAINST MIAMI
Tommy Williams and Dreher Gaskiri were voted the
most valuable back and lineman respectively by Miami
sports writers for their showing against the Hurricanes last
Friday nigh};.
Williams, sophomore quarterback for the Tigers, came
into his own Friday night in completing four passes for 4
yards and a touchdown and showing up well on defense also.
Gaskin, the giant end from Orangeburg, played his usual great game. The Bengal co-captain made two superb
catches and played one of his best defensive games of the
season.

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Gaskin Is Standout
In Tigertown Sports
By Roger Yike
Giant end, Dreher Gaskin, the pass catching wizard and
demon defender of the 1953 Tigers won the votes of the sports
scribes in Miami and was picked as the Tiger's most valuable
lineman in the Miami encounter.

Next week will be a busy one for the freshman and varsity teams of the Tigers. On Wednesday night, the Baby
Tigers will meet the Carolina Biddies in a preliminary contest between these two arch rivals. The Big Thursday tilt
will find the Tigers pitted against the powerful charges of
Coach Rex Enright.
In the Wednesday night contest, football fans throughout
the Palmetto State should get a
fine preview of what to expect
from these two teams in the
next few years. Both the Baby
Tiffs and the Biddies have been
playing: treat ball in all of their
contests thus far. The Clemson
freshmen have registered a rec■ord of one win and one loss.
They have defeated the P. C.
freshman team and dropped a
close contest to the Georgia
Tech freshmen. The loss to
Tech (14-12) was really a beautifully played game. The Baby
Yellow Jackets had three high
school Ail-Americans playing:
on their eleven. The Biddies
have a win over the Furman
freshmen to their credit.
The Baby Bengals have been
working hard for this contest and
should be able to field a strong
eleven.
Joel Wells is continuing to show
the brilliant form in practice that
he has displayed throughout the
season. He is backed by such
fine ball handlers as Charlie Bussey, Jim Coleman and Frank
Griffith. The forward wall of
the Baby Tigers is manned by
such stalwarts as Ephie Seabrook, Billy Hudson, Don Funk,
Willie Smith and Bill Toth.
The Carolina team also has a
very powerful squad capable of
plenty of offensive power. Their
backs are light and fast and the
forward wall of the Biddies has
plenty of hustle right down the
line. The Big Thursday classic will
pit Carolina and Clemson for
the 44th time in a.series dating
all the way back to 1896. Both
of these powerhouses will be
out to win this game even if
they lose the rest of the games
on their schedules.
Carolina will go into the game
a heavy favorite over the Tigers,
However, it is always hard to
predict the outcome of this great
classic because of the rivalry of
these two schools.
The Gamecocks have fared better than the Tigers in their games
thus' far this year. They have
won decisions over The Citadel,
Virginia, and Furman while losing
only to the power-laden Blue Devils from Duke. They have displayed one of the finest passers
in the Conference in their versatile quarterback, Johnny Gramling.
The victory hopes of the
Tigers will rest upon the shoulders of sophomore Don King,
the great little quarterback and
sparkplug
of the
Clemson
eleven. It is not known at this
time whether Don will be in
the starting lineup because of
injuries suffered' in the Maryland game.
King will find plenty of fine
ball-carriers in the lineup with
him should be get a starting assignment. Red Whitten, Jimmy
Wells and Billy O'Dell will give
him plenty of assistance in advancing the Tigers' offensive
hopes.
The Tiger line will have such
stalwarts as B. C. Inabinet,
Dreher Gaskin, Nathan Gressette, Nolten Hilderbrand, Scott
Jackson, Joe LaMontagne and
Ormand Wild to open the holes
for the speedy backs. These
boys will also be charged with
the responsibility of stopping
the Gamecock running attack.
Carolina will be able to field
her five All-Staters against the
boys from Tigertown. These will
be along with Gramling, Clyde
Bennett, Gene Wilson, Leon Cunningham and Frank Mincevich.
This crew of work-horses will be
backed by Bobby Drawdy, Blackie
Kincaid and Bill Workman.
The 21st and 22 of October,
1953, should prove to be memorable dates in the annals of
South Carolina college football.
All four teams are great in their
own respect and football fans
throughout the state should find
plenty to talk about during the
weeks following this year's Big
Thursday.

Duke Over Army
Heads List For
Predictions

Tiger back, Crimmens Hankinson, carries the ball for yardage
during the Bengal-Hurricane game played in Miami. (Tiger
photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Hurricanes Defeat
Tiger Netmen
Tigers by a Score
Begin Practice
Of 39-7 in Miami
The Miami Huricanes ran wild
For Coming Year in the fourth quarter to defeat the
The Clemson tennis team may
be jumping the gun in some people's minds, but not in theirs. The
prospects for the; team are currently working out on the campus
courts in preparation for the opening of the season next spring.
The netmen have several lettermen returning from last year,
and one player who was ineligible
because of a rule which does not
allow transfer players to participate their first year.
Khin Si, who was the number
one man on last year's team, will
probably be in the first slot again
this year. Si is the boy from
Burma who made such an impression last year with his tennis as
a freshman. He is studying textiles here at Tigertown.
The rest of the ladder is fairly
open. Archie Baker, Gene MoxIey, and Dick James will be battling for top honors. Baker is a
former football player and Moxley is playing on this year's Bengal team.
The transfer student is Seabpok. He came here from The
Citadel, and was ineligible for
play last year. He should provide plenty of competition for the
regul;»rs that are returning.
There are three other boys who
will be in the thick of the fight
for high rungs on the tennis
ladder. They are Kinsey, Lander,
and Nickles. All of these netmen have had experience, but did
not earn a letter last year.
Coach Hoke Sloan is looking
forward to a good season on the
clay courts. He feels that the
early warming up period helps to
take out the kinks and makes it
easier to start practice in the
spring. Last year's, team had a
fairly good record and with the
talent that is returning, prospects
for this coming season should be
good.

Jan. 15—Citadel—Here
Jan. 16—Davidson—There
Jan. 21—Emory—Here
Jan. 30—Davidson—Here
Feb. 1—Fla. State—There
Feb. 2—NATTC (Tent.)—There
Feb. 12—NC State (Tent.)^There
Tig Swim team begin workout
Feb. 13—Duke (Tent.)—There
The Tiger Tankmen have start- Feb. 20—State Meet—Charleston
ed practice in the YMCA swim- Feb. 25-27 — Conference Meetming, pool and will open their seaPlace Undecided.
son on Dec. 7.
This year's captain is Pinckney
John L. Lewis and another labor
Sim with Dardenells as co-captain. Ned Thornhill, Hack Lang- leader, in Washington for a conston, and Wes Summers are re- ference, watched as two very
turning lettermen along ith Mar- pretty-young girls . met on the
ion Dwight, Frank Hankie, and street and kissed each other rapRusty Hawes. These men will turously.
"There's, another of those things
compose the nucleus of the
that are so unfair," remarked
squad.
Coach Carl McHugh, however, Lewis dourly.
urges aE students who have had
'What do you mean?" asked his
any experience in swimming to companion.
come out for the team. There are
Lewis pointed to the scene and
plenty of prospects in the cadet said, Women doing men's work."
corps and they are welcome to try
out.
The season opens with a meet
Towle, Reed and
with the University of North
Carolina tankmen here. The tenBarton Sterling
tative schedule Is listed below.
Dec. 7—Univ. of N. C—Here
Dec. 12—Univ. of S. C—There
and

Tig Swim Team
Begins Workout
For '53 Season

SLACKS$5.95 TO $10.95
IN STOCK
RICHARDSON TAILORING (0.
SOUTH CAROLINA

uncanny ability to break through
the line and throw many a would
be passer for a loss. He is considered one of the finest defensive
ends ever to play footbaM for the
Clemson Tigers.
On offense, Gaskin is just M
effeotive. His two remarkable
catches in the Miami game helped in his winning the award,
He set up the only Bengal touchdown in that game by snagginr
a 40 yard pitch by Williams.

By Roger Tike
Another week, and another ten
teams to be picked to carry away
the laurels in their respective
games. The crystal ball will have
to delve deep into the mysteries
of the outcomes for there are several toss-ups in this week's schedule.
The Tigers do not play this
week as they are preparing for
the Carolina game on the 22nd.
Since there is no paper next week,
we will pick Clemson over Carolina this week. This game is one
of the most unpredictable ones
that is played in the country. The
outcome of the battle is never
certain until the final horn, and
that is what makes it the game
it is. Our vote rides with the
Tigers in this game.
Duke over Army: The Blue
Devils will be going after their
fifth win of the season against a
strong team of Cadets. The Black
Knights of the Hudson have only
lost one game, and will put up a
real fight. But with Lutz and
"argar in the backfield, and big
Ed Meadows in the line, the South
should prevail in this exciting intersectional game.
Maryland over U. N. C: The
third rated team in the country
should do it again. The Tar Heels
do not pack a big enough punch
to slow down the running and
passing of Faloney and Halunak
Another one for the mighty Terrapins.
Alabama over Tennessee: The
Crimson Tide has been on the ups
and downs all season after being
one of the top teams in the South.
The Vols, under a new head mentor, have not produced this year
as in the past. 'Bama should
prove to be the better of the two.
Michigan State over Indiana:
The Spartons are rated tops in
the country and they want to stay
there. Also, this is their first
year for a chance to play in the
Rose Bowl. All this points to a
win over the Hoosiers who will be
determined but outclassed.
Here are some other winners
around the country. The midshipmen from Navy will scuttle
Princeton, while Florida is ambushing the Cadets from Citadel.
P. C. will use its passing attack to
win over the Wildcats from Davidson. The Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame will warm up for the
Georgia Tech game with a victory
over Pittsburgh. The Tech squad
will take a game from the stubborn and undefeated Auburn
eleven, as the Deacons from Baptist Hollow triumph over the N.
C. State Wolfpack.

NEW SHIPMENT

ANDERSON

This is an honor which is well
deserved by the 225 pound end. He
is1 a mainstay in the Tiger line on
defense and an excellent pass target on offense. He always plays
his position with a great deal of
skill poise.

Clemson Tigers by a score of 39-7.
The first half was played on very
even terms. With their star quarterback, Don King, missing the
Tigs were never able to get their
offense rolling. With the help of
three pass interceptions, the Bengals were able to stop the Hurricanes from scoring. Thus the first
half ended in a nothing to nothing
tie.
Miami opened the scoring parade early in the third quarter.
Fullback Mallory scooted 29 yards
to start a series of running plays
through the center of the line
and around end. Don James,
Miami quarterback hit Mallory
in the end zone for the
touchdown. Nolan's extra point
attempt I was no good.
The Miamians scored again in the
third canto as Johnston hit McDonald for 37 yards and a first
down on the Tiger six. Three plays
later Johnston sneaked over from
the one. Oliver converted to make
the score 13-0.
The Hurricanes continued to
blow in the
fourth quarter.
Pagliei was spilled after trying to
run from punt formation, and
Miami scored five plays later
Miami again scored on a 53 yard
scamper by Lowe to put them ahead
26 to 0.
At this point in the game, the j
Bengals passing attack began to
click. Quarterback Tommy Williams pitched to end Dreher Gaskin for 40 yards. Scott Jackson
then made a diving catch of
another Williams heave in the
end zone to score for the Tigers.
Hubert converted and the score
was p6 to 7.
The Clemson eleven held and
took possesion of the ball. Williams
hit Gaskin for 17 yards, but then
became involved in a very unusual
play. End Tom Pepsin, of the
Hurricanes, forced Tommy back
to his own 45 as he was trying to
pass and then stole the ball out of
his hands. He went all the way for
the TD.
The Hurricanes last touchdown
came late in the fourth quarter.
A bad pass from center to Buck

FOOTBALL
BLANKETS
PURPLE

DREHER GASKIN
Clemson End
(
"Goon", as he is better known
by his pals on the campus, has
had some tough breaks since
being at Clemson. While a sophomore, he was a regular on the
fine Tiger Team that went to
the Orange Bowl and defeated
the Miami Huricanes. Great
things were predicted for Dreher
in the coming year, but disaster
struck.
In the first game of the 1951
season, he suffered a broken leg.
This koyed him for the rest of
the year, and is was a great loss
to the Tigs. During practice before the 1952 season commenced,
Lady -Luck again frowned on the
popular flankman.
His foot was fractured in a
scrimage game, and he again had
to sit out another season. It looked for a while as though Dreher
wasn't going to play football for
Clemson again.
But Gaskin was not to be denied,
and he valiently returned this year
to his old position on the flank.
So fas this season he has lived
up to Vhe expectations that were
accorded him when he was picked
on the pre-season All-State team.
Dreher plays a rugged game at
his end position. It is very unusual
for the opposition to gain much
yardage around his flank, for he
just doesn't allow it. He has the

Seneca, S. C.
Phone 740

ALSO

We have it!
the
new

"HI-FI"

360

•

•

•

•

FRHOAY and SATURDAY
All the savage fury of the Indian war that slashed America's life line!

"THE GREAT SIOUX
UPRISING"
Jeff Chandler
Faith Domerque
Color by Technicolor

•

*

*

*

MON. & TUES., 19 - 20
From the shock-packed Saturday Evening Post serial

"THE BIG HEAT"
Glenn Ford,

•

Gloria Grahame

•

*

•

SWITCH IT ON AND
THE WHOLE ROOM PLAYS
Hear this amazing new high
fidelity instrument created by
Columbia Records to fully

Player of Week:

WEDNESDAY - 21

TOMMY WILLIAMS

"TAKE ME TO TOWN"

in realism, clarity and extended

Ann Sheridan

range of modern records. Far

reproduce the thrilling advances

Sterling Hayden
Color by Technicolor

•

*

*

*

THURSDAY

"IT HAPPENS EVERY
THURSDAY"

- SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES - - SOFT DRINKS
CURB SERVICE
IN TOWN

Anderson, S. C.
Phone 406

LP's and 45 RPM's

CLEMSON
THEATRE

SEE US FOR THE BEST

JEWELERS

•RECORDS-

COLUMBIA

Advertised Quality

McLEES BROS.

Wife: "Oh dear—I'm getting a dcmble chin,"
Hubby: "Certainly. Too much worlf
for one."

George, who was trying to punt,
resulted in Miami taking over on
the Clemson 23. Don Dorshimer
swept around tile Bengal left end
to make the final score 39 to 7.

Many Other Nationally
Lines

Football is not the only sport
in which the big end participates.
He is also a standout on the Tiger j
Track Team, and also played Varsity basketball last year.
In the meeet with Carolina last,
year, Dreher would have set a new
state record for the discus throw
if it had counted. He was a consistent winner in the discus throw,
shot put, and the high jump. He was
high scorer in many of the meets,"
and was a big help to the cindermen.
In his freshman year, "Goon" was '
a standout on the Frosh basketball j
team. He did not get to play on
the hardwood again until this past
year because of his leg injuries.
Everyone will agree that Dreher
is one of the best all-round ath«letes that has played on a Tiger
team in a long time.

11 a. m. to
12 p. m.
weekly

DAN'S

finer than a phonograph! Plays all
speeds, all sizes. $139.50 in
mahogany . .. other finishes
slightly higher.
Come in and experience the sensntion of being surrounded by sound!
Trode-Mark "Columbia" <® Reg. U. S. Pat. Od
Marcas Registradaf. "360" Trade-Mark,

JOHN B. LEE
Anderson's Record Center

5 p. m. to
12 p. m.
Sundays

116 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1963.
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THE TIGER—"He Boars For Ciemson A & M"
MEET THE COACHES

Twufe:

Colorful Alabaman
Is Tigers' Head Man
'Editor's note: This is the beginning of a series of articles to familiarize the students here at Ciemson with
the coaching staff of the Tigers.
The first in this series of articles will be on the head
mentor, Coach Frank Howard, the amiable and well-known
leader of the Tigs football contingent and one of the most
outstanding characters ever to set foot on the Ciemson campus

Big Thursday Game Has
Long, Colorful History
By Frank Anderson
Possibly the most publicized, most discussed, most un
predictable athletic event in South Carolina is the annual
gridiron battle between the Ciemson College Tigers and the
University of South Carolina Gamecocks.
Every year on Thursday of the
South Carolina State Pair, these
two highly rivaled teams perform
in South Carolina's most sensational football extravaganza before a
packed arena. Although the fracas
is always played in Carolina
Stadium in Columbia, thousands of
Ciemson followers are always on
hand for the excitment when South
Carolina's top two elevens meet.
When making any bets on who
will take the State Pair Classic,
using pre-season dope and games
already played as a guide will not
make your chances of winning the
bet any better. If any football
game in the nation is unpredictable, this one is. For instance, the
year the Bengals took perhaps
their strongest team in the history of the school to the post season Orange Bowl in Miami, the
only mar ,on the Tig records was
a 14-14 tie rendered us by the
Gamecock underdogs. Again in
1950 when the Country Gentlemen
traveled to Jacksonville and the
Gator Bowl, the Gamecocks, although underdogs, topped us 20-0.
The tremendous rivalry between these two schools started back in 1876, just eight years
after this agricultural and engineering school in the foothriUs
welcomed its first freshman class.
The Gamecocfcs took this first
decision 12-6, but their winning
ways weren't to continue. The
next three years the Tigs shut
out the Columbians twice and
had only one touchdown scored
on them the other year.
The next 15 years, from 1899 to
1914, there is a gap- in the records
of this great game. However this is
the only gap that has ever appeared since the team started scheduling each other;
For six years after the rivalry
was resumed the Tigs stopped the
Gamecocks five times and one contest ended in a scoreless deadlock.
It was during this period that the
Bengals handed the Gamecocks
their worst defeat of the series,
loase for the long week end on
, Wednesday and reported back to
the college on the following Sunday.
When the Bengals participated
in the Gator Bowl, they were suspended for a year from the Southern Conference. The idea was
that Ciemson could play no conference teams unless a state law
required it. Carolina being a
member of the Southern conference, was therefore required to
mark Ciemson off of their schedule.
This was quickly remedied by the
State legislature who passed a bill
This was in 1918 when the Clemsonians stomped the roosters 89-0.
The greatest number, of points the

Gamecocks have piled up against
the Tigs in one season was in 1925
when they ran over us 25-0.
Large scores are not the general rule when Ciemson meets Carolina on Big Thursday. When both
teams are keyed for this fracas
very of f ten the imposible happens.
Big Thursday has always been
one of the most important weekends at Ciemson, as far as the new
freshmen are concerned. After
spending six to eight weeks in
Tigertown they, along with the rest
of the troops, are let out for thenfirst real vacation.
Big Thursdays have followed the
same routine throughout the years.
For a number of years the pep
meeting (which was discontinued
last year) was the main preparation
for the contest. This giant array
of spirit began with continuous
drum beating starting at 12 noon
on Tuesday and ending 24 hours
later on Wednesday. The main
attraction at the pep meeting was
the Gamecock funeral service presided over by the picturesque "Gator" Farr. The troops were turned
requiring the contest to be held.
Ciemson holds an edge over the
Gamecocks in total games won. Up
until this year the Tigs have conqured the Gamecocks 24 times
while losing only 16 games. Three
of the classics ended in a deadlook.

Williams, Soph
Quarterback, Wins
Esquire Presentation
Quarterbacks seem to be monopo.
lizing the Esquire Awards as far
as backs are concerned, Two weeks
ago Don King received the shirt
for his outstanding play and this
week another sophomore quarterback walked away with the honors.
Tommy Williams unknown to
coaches this time last year except
for his efforts on the frosh team,
came into his own in the useless
effort against Miami.
The mechanical engineering major was destined by the coaches to
be a future defensive halfback with
the two platoon system still intact
His plans were spoiled when one
platoon rule came in. Running
way down the line at halfback, the
coaches decided to switch the brilliant footballer to the quarterback
slot. This paid off. In the spring
practice game Tommy was running on third string.
Williams first saw action this
year in the initial eneounter of the
season ag&Jnst the Presbyterian
Blue Stockings. The next two

Coach Howard hails from Bar- but one winning team during the
low Bend, Alabama. His Alabama four "war years". His 1945 eleven
drawl and tobacco chewing are as compiled a 6-3 record with one
familiar to students as the clock deadlock. The Tiger rebuilding
in the tower of Tillman Hall.
program produced results in 1948
This is the Coach's 22nd year and the many Tiger fans have had
at Tigertown and his 13th as little to complain of since.
head coach. During this period
In 1948—The Bengals fought
of time, Frank Howard has be- their way through a 10-game season
come an institution in South
to finjsh with an unbeaten and
Carolina and the Southern Conuntied record. They went to the
ference with his deceptive single
wing offense, his big and hard Gater Bowl and defeated powerhitting defensive teams, his bowl ful Missouri 24-23.
In "1949—Ciemson suffered from
teams and more recently his
talks at coaching clinics and inexperinece, but maintained an
offense that scored as many touchfootball banquets.
,
Coach Howard first came to Ciem- downs as the great Tiger team of
son in the fall of 1981 as line coach '48. This brand of offensive ball
under the immortal Jess Neely. pleased Ciemson fans and coaches
Mr. Frank had just finished school alike though the season's record
at the University of Alabama where was four wins, four losses and
he made a name for himself on the two ties.
varsity of the dreaded Crimson
In 1950—The Tigs went through
Tide.
their second unbeaten season in
When he first started playing three years and defeated the favfor Alabama, he was not on an ored Miami Hurricanes by the score
athletic scholarship. However, of 15-14. This great exhibition of
Frank Howard soon convinced the football kept thousands of Orange
head coach, Wallace Wade, that Bowl fans on their feet during
he could really put his 180 pounds most of the game.
to work in handling men that
In 1951—The Tigers fared well
weighed 200 pounds or better. His against all opponents except the
fiery play soon won a starting as- College of the Pacific and the
signment for him, and he was the University of South Carolina. Howindividual star in 'Bama's 1930 ever, Coach Howard's team still
Rose Bowl team that defeated finished in the "top Twenty" teams
Washington State 24-0. Howard's in the nation and received a bid to
play in this game won the praise play in the Gator Bowl. Their
of football fans, coaches and sports opponents were the vastly improved
writers alike and dubbed him with Miami Hurricanes. The Hurricanes
the title of the "Little Giant" of put a black spot on the previously
the Crimson Tide's "Herd of Red unblemished Tiger bowl record by
Elephants."
defeating the Tigers 14-0.
It was TWth this background that
These are just a few of the great
Frank Howard came to Ciemson to ball teams that Frank Howard has
serve as line coach under Jess coached during his years as head
Neely in 1931. Nine years later, mentor here at Ciemson.
after a Cotton Bowl championship
The Frank Howard of today is
season, Coach Neely departed to still the Frank, humorous individual
mastermind the charges of power- that he was when he first came
ful Rice Institute, but only after to Tigertown in the fall of 1931.
a mutual agreement with the He is a "hard man" on the practice
Tigers' Athletic Board that they field, but his boys figure that that
would choose a head coach from is the best way to produce winamong the Tigs' assistant coaches. ning ball teams. Coach Howard's
At a Board meeting several days humor can be witnessed by the
later, Frank Howard was elected many spectators who turn out each
head coach when he seconded his and every day to watch the Tigs
own nomination.
run through their daily drills. His
Thus the boy who came onto rasping drawl can be heard as he
the football field at Alabama runs his charges through their
"walkinp out barefoot on a barbed daily paces, "all right, if you want
wire fence carrin' a wildcat un- to kill time, let's work it to death."
der each arm" had reached the
This year's Tiger team is faced
pinnacle of football greatness
with one of the hardest problems
in taking over the reins of the
that could confront any football
powerful Ciemson Tigers.
Coach Howard inherited some team in tho country. This problem
excellent material when he entered is in the form of a certain "split
the ranks of the head mentors. The "T" formation. Any one that has
new Tiger coach produced winners had any football experience at
in 1940 and 1941, but then came all can spend plenty of time
World War II. With most of his explaining the pitfalls that eonprospects being called into the front a team that is in the proArmed Forces, he could produce cess of changing from one type
of formation to an altogether
new one.
games Tommy rode the bench.
With Don King and Pooley
Coach Howard has been working
Hubert injured in the Maryland on these problems day and night
game, Tommy got the nod to ever since the decision was made
start against the Miami Hurri- to convert the powerful Ciemson
canes. The brilliant field general
played over half of the game,
Drake's will set the pace in
completing four passes for 94
—STYLE
yards and a touchdown. Tommy
—QUALITY
«
also intercepted a Miami pass
—REASONABLE PRICES
and made numerous tackles.
The Esquire Award is a shirt
Featuring "McGregor" among
presented by the Esquire Shops of
our many famous name brands
Ciemson and Greenville. The most
of merchandise.
valuable player selected by the
sports scribes in the press box is
the winner of the award. The award
is alternated between the most
Next to Center Theater
valuable back one week and the
most valuable man in the line the
GREENVILLE, S. C.
next week.

DRAKES

Page S

This Week
Saturday, October 17
8 p. m.—Informal dance and social sponsored by Jr. and Sr.
'Y' Councils; YMCA.
Sunday, October 18
3 and 8 p. m.—"You Can't Cheat
An Honest Man" sponsored by
Cinema Guild; Chemistry Auditorium.
6:10 p. m.—YMCA Vespers; Delegation from Woman's College
of Furman University to present
program.
Monday, October 19
7 p. m—Flight A 9984 Vol. Air
Reserve Training Sqq.
7 p. m.—Pep meeting, Outdoor
Theatre.
7:30 p. m,—Blue Key, Club Room.
Monday-Tuesday, October 19-20
Meetings of Physical Plant Administrators
Tuesday, October 20
8 p. m.—Agnes . DeMille Dance
Theatre; First number on Ciemson College Concert Series;
Field House. Season tickets on
sale in Pres. Office for $6.
Wednesday, October 21
12 noon—State Fair Holidays begin.
8 p. m.—Naval Research meeting;
Physics Building.
8 p. m.—Newcomers' Club; Ciemson House.
8:15 p. m.—Laicos'Club, Ciemson
House.
Thursday, October 22
2 p. m.—parolina-Clemson football game, Columbia.
8 p. m.—Ciemson Bridge Club,
Ciemson House Lobby.

(Left to right—Smalls, Parades, Hubert, Hildebrand, and Herman McGee, Trainer.) The expressions on the faces of these mee indicate the
way the game was going. They are members

SAVE - - - - SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK
2 bottles 59c size, both for

2—47c tubes for

Tooth Paste

59c

59c

63c

FALMOLIVE OR
COLGATES BRUSHLESS

COLGATES
CHLOROPHYL

CHLORODENT

Shoving Cream'

Tooth Paste

Tooth Paste

29c tube FREE with regular
47c size

2—43c size

2—43c tubes

59c

69c

KOLYNOS

100 Envelopes

2— 57c bottles for

*

Tooth Paste
X Giant 59c tubes for

Good business grade
only

69c

39c

69c

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

PATS PLACE

Phone 6661

You can cash in
again and again!
Cmon, let's go*

It's easy as P1®*
No entry Wanks!
No box toPsl

TWICE AS MANY AWARDS THIS YEAR

$25!

WRITE A LUCKY STRIKE JINGLE

on the fact that LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!*
Most anyJ^fiBrttsU

Easiest $25 you ever made. Sit right
down and write a 4-line jingle based on
the fact that Luckies taste better.
That's all there is to it. More awards
than ever before 1

JUST ARRIVED

Read the jingles on this page. Write
original ones just like them—or better!
Write as many as you want. There's
no limit to the number of awards you
can receive. If we pick one of your
jingles, we'll pay you $25 for the right
to use it, together with your name, in
Lucky Strike advertising.

NEW SHIPMENTS IN THE LATEST STYLES AND
MATERIALS IN

Remember: Read all the rules and
tips carefully. To be on the safe side,
clip them out and keep them handy.
Act now. Get started today.

——

Suits — Sport Coats — Slacks
Sport Shirts
Remember... if your clothes come from Abbott's
it shows you core enough to wear the very best

CLEMSON

fllOtfS
SSL

SENECA

Ciemson, S. C.

The Rexa II Store

Open 'TU Midnight Nightly

from well-known£own*•»
J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-OH
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
'

Pepsodent Tooth Brush Free
with Giant 63a

Tooth Paste

Drene Shampoo

STOP AT

Sandwiches and Shakes

AMEDENT

Fitch Shampoo

attack from a single wing to a split
"T". He has certainly done all in
his power to produce a winning
team with the material on hand
and has some of the best "T"
talent in the Carolinas working
out on the freshman team.
There is as much difference In
timing and execution of the plays
from these two formations as there
is between the timing of baseball
and soft ball. It takes plenty of
hard practice and the genuine will
to win to produce a winning football team. These are the qualities
for which Frank Howard will take
no substitute.
The Ciemson College alumni,
ballplayers, fans and students can
look forward to many fine ballgames and successful seasons as
long as Frank Howard remains
at the helm of our Tigers. The
best of luck to a truly fine coach
and a great gentleman.

For

of the Tiger team that was defeated by Miami
in the Orange Bowl last Friday night. (Tiger
photo by Jack Trimmier.)

---------CUP OUT THIS INFORMATION
I

"Go bury y»«r h.od In the tattt," shrieked Sheedy's chick. You'll never
put a wing on my finger until you it*rt using Wildroot Cream-Oil on
that messy hair. It's America's favorite hair tonic. Keeps hair combed
without any trace of greasiness. Removes goose, ugly
dandruff. Relieves annoying dryness. Helps you pass the
Finger-Nail Test." Paul looked so good the very fuzz
time ht used Wildroot Cream-Oil, his pigeon egged him
on uHtil he proposed. So why don't you buy a bottle or
tube today at any toilet goods counter. And necks time
you have a haircut, ask for Wildroot Cream-Oil on your
hair. Then no gal will ever give you the bird.

RULES

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain piece
of paper or post card and send it to Happy-Go-Lucky,
P. O. Bos 67, New York 4SrN.Y, Be sure that your
name, address, college and class are included—and
that they are legible.
2. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies taste better," is only one. (See "Tips.")
3. Every student of any college, university or postgraduate school may submit jingles.
4. You may submit as many jingles as you like.
Remember, you are eligible to receive more than
one $25 award.

*T|PS
To earn an award you are not limited to
''Luckies taste better." Use any other sales
points on Lucky Strike, such as the following:
L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
So round, so firm, sa fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Be Happy—Go Lucky
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking
enjoyment
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANV

*ofl 31 S*. Harris Hill Zd., Williams villt, N. Y.
■■'■-:;-i-i ' -,i ■ - ■•■-■-,;;■■-*■«;,-;---■ -■'■■■ nut"--tF>wH

;

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
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Pace 6

Five Are Elected
To Tau Beta Pi
Executive Council

Clemson Students Will
Attend BSU Convention

At the National Convention of
Tau Beta Pi held at Clemson, October 8-10, the five new members
of the
executive council were
Clemson will be well represented when the annual South elected for the year'1953-54.
Carolina Baptist Student Convention meets in Columbia this Harold M. King, Walter C. Voss,
Dr. Herbert K. Brown, Dr. Lawveek-end. Approximately 150 students are expected to at- rence
W. Bass, and Dr. Carl F.
tend from here.
Mukenhopt were selected. They
The convention held in the
all come from the Boston, Mass.,
First Baptist Church of Columbia,
area. Members of the executive
yill bring together an estimated
council must come from the same
fOOO students from every campus
area and the national president of
in the state.
The convention,
the society is selected from this
svhose theme is "The World—
group.
During the Thursday afternoon
The Way—And You," will be admeeting four schools petitioned
Sressed by such noted speakers
as Dr. Duke McCall, President,
for and received membership in
Jouthern Baptist Theological Semthe national organization. The
schools voted in are Brown Uniinary, Louisville, Ky., and Dr. D.
versity, University of Denver, UniJT. Evans, Pastor, Gordon Street
versity of Rhode Island, and UniBaptist Church, Atlanta, Ga.
versity of Toledo.
Students still wishing to attend
The Friday morning meeting
the convention should see Jim
consisted of the discussion of projipangenberg, Baptist Minister of
jects. Some of the projects disStudents, tonight.
All students
cussed were rating of instructors,
)vho have already registered will
student loan funds, student tutormeet at the First Baptist Church
ing, campus improvements, conki Columbia between 3:00 and
struction of memorials, high
|:00 p. m. on Friday for further
school visitation, and scholarship
»egistration and room assignment.
awards to outstanding underclass& free supper will be served between 6:00 and 7:00 p. m. Stu- Jerry Dempsey, presiding: offi- men.
cer at State Baptist Convention.
The Friday afternoon meeting
Sents are reminded that attenwas devoted to discussion of the
iance will be checked at each sesadmittance of women into the ortion. Jim Spangenberg has reganization. The convention memquested that all cadets wear their
bers voted to change the organtarforms at least through Friday
ization's constitution and allow
Meetings.
women to become members. Each
As in the past, Clemson men
chapter must ratify this change
ire taking an important part in
to the constitution.
me convention. Jerry Dempsey,
Jimmy Gause, mechanical enState B. S. U. president will pregineering senior of Piedmont was
side at the meetings. Jerry will
in charge of registration for the
also lead our delegation as Pres'convention; John Mclntyre, elecident of the Clemson B. S. U.
trical engineering senior of HartsFletcher Derrick, Pre-Med junior
ville, planned the entertainment;
will tell his experiences in Cal-1
and Roy Smith, electrical engijfornia last summer with the
neering senior of Clemson, was in
Tentmakers, a group whose goal
charge of transportation.
is building better citizens as well
»s Christians. Clemson's contrioution to the state choir will be
CAST IS CHOSEN
Vloodye Clary, Fletcher Derrick,'
(Continued from Page. One)
iloyt Hardee, and Ferdie Alsbrook.
of Michael O'Niel, Patty's father.
rhese students also make up the
He is an ex-cop with 30 years
Clemson quartet which will per(experience on the force. He is
form Friday night. At the banthe old fashioned type of father
quet on Saturday night the Clemand is definitely a man of action.
son delegation will give a skit,
Although he appears only briefly
fim Spangenberg will be in charge
on the stage he leaves little doubt
H all of the worship periods.
as to what kind of man he is.
The
convention
will
have
"The Moon Is Blue" is an
fnany interesting meetings. The
adult comedy of three acts.
gathering on Friday night will
Most of the action takes place
feature Dr. D. J. Evans whose
The Wesley Foundation Coun- in Don Gresham's apartment
topic is "The Tragedy In The cil members served supper last
which Is situated in New York
World". On Saturday morning night at the Clemson Methodist
City.
(
Dr. Duke McCall will speak. His Church to company representaThis year the Little Theatre will
topic will be "God—The Way— tives who distribute the Wesley
use the auditorium of the CalOut of Tragedy." Several stu- Foundation Notes. The supper
houn-Clemson High School for all
dents will also speak at this time was served in the social hall of
of it's presentations. 'The Moon
Mi different phases of the Baptist the church. This meeting was
Is Blue" is scheduled to be presummer program. The banquet held to hear suggested ways that
sented at 8:15 on the 17, 18, and 19
will be held on Saturday evening the representative could encourage
of November. Season tickets can
»nd the message, 'God, The World, all Methodist students on their
be obtained from Mrs. Rebecca
And You", will be given by Bob respective companies to attend
Waters or, cadets may get tickets
Korman. The topic on Sunday meetings of the Wesley Foundafrom their first sergeants.
morning,' The World—The Way— tion.
Season tickets will continue to
And You", will be presented by
Jaan Kurgvel, a foreign stu- be sold until the last night of
Dr. Archie Ellis. Opportunities dent majoring in animal husban"The Moon Is Blue". A season
tor fellowship will be numerous dry was the speaker at the reguticket entitles the holder full
throughout the convention.
lar meeting of the organization membership into the Little Thealast night.
tre organization as well as admit
A deputation of girls from Lan- tance to all productions.
der College will present the program at the Wesley Foundation,
Wednesday night, October 28. Ap- PROGRAM FOR
proximately 30 girls are expected
(Continued from Page One)
to be present.
VIII Hell on Wheels—1863 Ar
On November 14, a deputation ranged by Trude Rittmann
The Highway Research Board
During the building of the
of the National Adacemy of of Winthrop girls is expected to
Sciences is sponsoring an essay come to Clemson and present the transcontinental railroads, it was
contest on the general subject of Sunday School program. Sunday customary to attach a car of girls,
Financial, Economic, and Admin- morning, November 15. The Wes- gamblers and entertainers behind
istrative Improvements for Our ley Foundation will serve the the caboose of the work train
girls breakfast in the church so- which moved up the line with the
Highways.
cial hall.
track layers . . . thence its name
Participants are to submit an
"Hell on Wheels". It happened
ftriginal essay on the general area
"Soldiers", said the. chaplain, from time to time that respect&f finance and taxation, eco"The subject of my sermon today able theatre folk found themselves
nomics, or administration so long
is Liars. How many of you men performing under these unusual
is the treatment of the subject is
have read the 69th chapter of conditions.
Sirected to bettering our present
Matthews?"
situation, methods, policies, pracNearly every soldier in the con.
An unusual assignment for the
tices, or administrative agencies.
Marines was the assignment of a
Highways are to be regarded as gregation held up his hand.
"You are the men I want ot company of 100 men and 3 officers
deluding all roads, streets, turnpikes, and other' ways used by preach to" said the chaplain.— as a legation guard at Seoul, Ko>
rea in 1904.
Siotor vehicles.
> "There is no such chapter.''

Jerry Dempsey Will Preside At '
Meeting To Be Held In Columbia

Wesley Foundation
Council Holds Supper
Meeting October 4

Essay Contest
Is Sponsord By
Research Board

The contest is open to any unlergraduate or graduate student
enrolled in a regular curriculum
leading to an academic degree
who is both a legal resident of
»nd a student in one of the following states: Florida, South Carolina, Iowa, South Dakota, Ne-;
vada, and The District of Coiumbia.
Prizes for each state will be:
H.000, First Prize; $700, Second
Prize; $500, Third Prize; and $300
Fourth Prize.
*
To enter you must get an application blank which may be
obtained from your major professor or head of department and
(nail it to the Highway Research
Board, 2101 Constitution Ave.,
Washington 25, D. C. The Board
will then in turn will send you
an official entry blank along with
specific instructions, and supplementary information and instruchons. No entry will be accepted
without this entry blank.
All essays will become the property of the Highway Research
Board, and none can be returned.
Phe decision of the Committee of
Judges with respect to awards
»nd the Highway Research Board
Swth respect to contest matters
fee final and binding on each participant.
The name of the award winners
Jyill be announced as soon as posEble following the closing date of
larch 31,1954.
Wfcen the first World War broke
Ut, the flying Marines were trains
fyg act Pensacole, j&la., at the*
fevai Air Station*.

that he (Oscar) was really in lousey. They (P. R.) can't even
the pink down at Miami this past keep their hats on.
week-end and he (Oscar) has
—OSCAR SAYS—
first hand "info" about the big
that Ambrose Easterby is holddoings of the Senior Platoon.
ing all nose and no face—your
good buddy McMillian doesn't do
—OSCAR SAYS—
that the biggest "Goon" in the so bad either.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Senior Platoon came up from the
that Jerry (The Slouch) Jack"Queen Anne Salute" with the
wrong end of the gun in his hand son really has a lot to say about
Don't laugh, Moxley,
—You know who you are—you nothing.
you keep right up with him.
"Simpleton".
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that the longest "run" made by
Clemson at Miami was when
Clemson scored and "The Senior
Platoon" ran around the field.
They (the Senior Platoon) also
'fagged out" half way around
and had to crawl back.

that Jerry (The Book Worm)
Dempsey is really a "square".
He (Dempsey) doesn't do anything! Why don't you live awhile?
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Sam ("Daddy") Murphree
didn't know what to do this week
end with the rest of the "brass"
—OSCAR SAYS—
gone away. It seems as if everywon first place in judging all breeds of cattle
Members of the Clemson College Dairy Cattle
that Ben ("Gums") Chreitzberg one takes to the bottle once in
Judging Team are shown with the trophies
and first place in judging Guernsey cattle.
really knows how to pick "Bars". a while.
they won at the Southern Intercollegiate Dairy
Sanders and Lee took first place honors in the
That was a mighty cozy "crew"
—OSCAR SAYS—
Jersey and Guernsey contests for high individCattle Judging Contest held at Memphis, Tenin the Circus Bar.
that Robert Guy ("Gung-Ho")
nessee recently.
Members of the team are
uals. The two larger trophies will have to be
Hill's "head" at Winthrop must
(left to right) A. L. McCaskill, Jr., Bishopville;
won three times for permanent possession. The
—OSCAR SAYS—
Joe Lee, Landrum; B. M. Sanders, Orangeburg;
smaller trophies will be kept by the team.
well, it finally seems that not know how he (Hill) is making
and C. C. Brannon, coach of Clemson. The team
out in Anderson. Don't worry
Rudy (The Bear) Adams and Neil
Winthrop, you got her beat a mile.
(Runt) Mosely combined their
work. For many years he has son College Buildings and
—OSCAR SAYS—
talents on the train to Miami in
served as superintendent of Clem- Grounds.
that Duke (the slob) Wright
trying to "make out" with an old
was
in
his
usual
form
agaim
this
"bag".
week-end. He (Wright) loves
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) wonders if those pigs.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Bill (Moose) Bellamy has any
3!
that he (Oscar) can't wait till
fever blisters around his mouth—
the
issue
after
the
Clemson-CaroOn October 13, David J. Wat
his (Moose's) date did.
line game.
"Give it up" you, son, superintendent of Clemson
—03CAR SAYS—
College Buildings and Grounds,
that the "P. R.'s" are really "Goons."
was elected lieutenant governor
of the ninth district, Kiwanis In
ternational.
Mr. Watson was elected at the
Kiwanis convention of the ninth
district which was held in Co
lumbia the early part of this
week.
A member of the Anderson Ki
The Clemson Branch of the fact that this forthcoming concert
Complete Sales & Service
American Assomiation of Univer- is an unusual and original ar- wanis Club, Mr. Watson has taksity Women are initiating a pro- rangement of American dances en an active part in the club's
ject to sponsor an informal discus- and American ballet numbers it
The first Commandant of the
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANT OTHER CAR
sion on each of the concerts on the was impossible to acquire the ex- continental Marine Corps was
College Concert Series a few days act musical score or the dances Captain Samuel Nicholas.
that will be used by the Agnes
before it is presented.
i DeMille Dance Theatre.
HowThe purpose of the discussion
ever, the basic factors underlyis to delve into the background
ing the performance and the hisof not only the concert itself, but
tory of the American Dance was
also the background and life of
discussed.
the composers and authors, and
The reviews are held for the
the artists who perform. The dis1 GALLON PRESTON E
cussions will be conducted very benefit of all persons in the cominformally and will center around munity who are interested in
Change standard transmission and differential
the author's purpose in writing promoting the concert series at
Clemson
and
this
also
includes
the particular masterpiece or the
Lubrication job
artist's purpose and interest in students who would like to learn
performing.
Wherever possible, more about the concert or would
Oil change
the programs and especially the lik to share in the discussion.
This is to be a permanent promusical portions will be reviewject of the AAUW and the exact
ed and explained.
time of the next review will be
The community review of the announced at a later date.
concert will be led by Mrs. H. H.
McGarity, with the assistance of
The Marine Air Wing is comMr. H. H. McGarity, and Mrs. parable in size to a Marine DiviAnton Heyn. These leaders will sion or Ground Troops.
attempt to highlight each concert
in such a manner as to create a
more thorough understanding of
the performance.

Watson Honored
Al Kiwanis Meet
Held In Columbia

CHEVROLET

AAUW Initiates
Concert Discussions

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON, S. C.

WINTERIZE NOW!

VALUE
SPECIAL PRICE

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP

The first discussion was held
Wednesday, October 14, at 8:30
in the recreation room of the
Methodist Church. Due to the

Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON, S. C.

HALES

$10.00 Polish Job included for a total of
only $16:00!

Archie's
SERVICE STATION

Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS

»

CLEMSON, S. C.

SINCE 1856.
Greenville

$10.25
$8.50

South Carolina

GET READY FOR FAIR WEEK HOLIDAYS

HOKE SLOAN'S
SLACKS—SEE OUR NEW SPORT SHIRTS

' jl'*,v

The thousands upon thousands
of men who use precision tools
•will tell you that there are none
better than Lufkin. All Lufkin
precision tools are the product
of years of fine tool-making experience combined with the very
latest design features. Experienced
engineers know Lufkin tools are
the most accurate they can buy.
See the complete line of Lufkin
tapes, rules, and precision tools
at your hardware or tool store.
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* Rum *

Start
smoking
Camels
yourself!

John Wayne says:"My college
football coach got me a summer
job at a movie studio. I started as
a prop man and stunt man.
Afterward my studio friends inveigled
me into acting. I made about
75 Westerns before big parts
came my way.

Make the famous
30-day Camel mildness test... and
let your own taste
tell you why Camel»
are America's
most popular
cigarette!

PREC1S,0N TOOU

at yew herctwan er tool star*
THE IUFKIM RUIE CO, SA6INAW, MICH. 19«
132-138 lafayotto St, Now York Cfty • Barrio, Oat.

j THE LUFKIN RULE CO., S«ginair. Michigan
I Please tend me the interesting flln*u»ted booklet,
"Micrometer Reading Made Easy!"

S^QweU AGREE WTO MORE PEOPLE
THAW AMV OTHEA., CIGARETTE

